ADDENDUM 2

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Linda Mena, Inventory Bid Technician

Date: September 8, 2010

Subject: Bid 10-065, Dog Kennel at the Jail Annex

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced bid; below are the responses to the following questions:

1. We have three pictures of a dog kennel. Two of them are similar and the 3rd one is not. Will the kennel you require have the extra wood wall enclosed storage area as shown on the dissimilar picture? Yes, the outer wall is to be covered with treated wood/siding.

2. Will the kennels contain any plumbing or electrical lights/outlets? Yes, it is stated in the specs, that there will be plumbing and electrical.

3. Do you have any drawings which have the approximate dimensions and or specifications? No, only the dimensions that were listed in the specs. However the outer section of each individual kennel should measure 8’ x 6’, not 8’ x 8’ as listed in the specs. An over all dimension of the slab can be figured by multiplying the dimensions of all the kennels.

4. On the metal portion of the kennel do you want straight pickets on both the panels and doors or do you want grid type metal? The straight pickets will be fine.

5. On the pickets or the metal grid, what type of metal is required, galvanized, stainless steel, or painted or primed black iron? Galvanized.
6. Will the same materials in the photo be used such as:

- Roofing material; shingles or tin – shingles.
- Iron work; painted or galvanized – galvanized.
- Gutters and downspouts – no.
- Roof truss or build on site – that will be left up to the contractor.
- Will housing area be painted or just treated wood – treated wood.